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piano dub (feat.angelique willkie) by DAAU
Leave me let me close mi eyes
let me draw de curtain over the blinds
de eyelids dat I hide behind
keep the pictures o' de images I want in my mind

Let them heal me I want to hold on to the vibe
nuh want the light o' truth to shine in mi eyes
easy slow down de vibe
let me sit inna de picture dem I paintin' inside

Don't wake me let me slumber
I don't want to feel the rain
when the head inside my own window
is shining sunshine on my window pane

I've got two worlds inside my brain
I've got two worlds that feel the pain
two worlds inside my brain
I live dem or dem wring me is de ting I have to see

So let them heal me I want to hold on to the vibe
nuh want to see de light o' truth in mi eyes
easy slow down de ride
let me sit inna de picture dem I paintin' inside

Inside mi head I see de pictures
of all de faces you ever show me

Inside mi head I smell de smells
of all de flowers you ever give me

Inside mi head I hear de waves
of all de seas we ever swim

Inside mi head de time we spen'
jus' warm mi heart an' mek mi smile

But I know outside de light is different
an' a whole heap o' clouds up in de sky
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An' outside I know dat when mornin' come
de smile I feel goin' gawn

Outside you don' want leave me
in mi likkle rainbow world

But outside we jus' cyan' dream no more
an' is time de page dem turn

In the twilight I cyan' tell you dat I know
which way I want to go

But de time we spen' jus' pretendin', bwoy
de work jus' a tired me so

In the twilight we jus' a hol' on
each to de world 'im want to mek

Fi you side is one weh tings dem tough
an' is right in deh you want we res'

In my twilight I like spen' mi time
wid a likkle smile on mi face

An' if what I feel when I see you in de mornin'
cyan' do it well baby it waste

So in de twilight jus' ease me up a likkle
if is dream I want to dream

Is you a fill up de space in mi head
nuh betta if we jus' play de game?

You know I not lookin' for
no reason nor no worries
nor no riddles nor no rhymes

Jus' a sweet an' easy likkle feelin'
dat keep me slidin' thru time

Angelique Willkie: Vocals & Lyrics
Han Stubbe: Programming + clarinet
Buni Lenski: Violin & dub vocals
Simon Lenski: Cello
Adrian Lenski: Arrangement
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